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HOLDING DOWN CLAMP SUIT DIAMOND SERIES PANELSAWS BY

TOUGHCUT

Upgrade your panelsaw with the ToughCut Robust Clamping

System, the perfect addition to your woodworking arsenal.

This versatile clamping system is designed to complement

your panelsaw, providing a secure grip for precise cuts and

promoting a safer workspace.

Features and Benefits

Compatibility: The ToughCut Robust Clamping System is

ideally suited for use with ToughCut panelsaws, ensuring a

seamless integration. It is also compatible with various other

panelsaw brands, expanding its versatility and applicability.

Robust Design: Crafted with durability in mind, this

clamping system is built to withstand the rigors of

professional use. Its robust construction ensures a long-

lasting performance, allowing you to rely on it for years to

come.

Secure Grip: Achieve consistent and accurate cuts with

confidence. The ToughCut Robust Clamping System offers a

secure grip on your workpieces, preventing material slippage

and ensuring precise cuts every time. Say goodbye to

frustrating inaccuracies and welcome a new level of precision

to your woodworking projects.

Enhanced Safety: Safety is paramount in any workspace.

With this clamping system, you can create a safer

environment by minimizing the risk of accidents. The secure

grip on your materials keeps them in place, reducing the

chances of unexpected movement and allowing you to keep

your hands at a safe distance from the cutting area.

Versatile Integration: Whether you own a ToughCut

panelsaw or another brand, the ToughCut Robust Clamping

System is designed to adapt to your specific needs. Enjoy the

SKU Option Part # Price

406404 TC-PC-150 $139

Model

Type Panelsaw / Tablesaw Clamp

SKU 406404

Part Number TC-PC-150

Barcode 735745531389

Brand ToughCut

Packaging + Shipping

Shipping Weight (Gross) 1.48 kg
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convenience of easy integration and compatibility, making it

a valuable addition to your woodworking setup.

Upgrade your panelsaw experience with the ToughCut Robust

Clamping System. Unlock a new level of precision, safety,

and efficiency in your woodworking projects. Invest in quality

and reliability with ToughCut, a trusted brand in the

woodworking industry. Order your ToughCut Robust Clamping

System today and take your woodworking to the next level. 
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